From Committee Election Circular Sent to Fraternity Juniors

To the FRATERNITY JUNIORS:

DO YOU WANT THE JUNIOR PROM RUN BY DOW MEN AND COMMITTEES? From the present situation this means to be the inevitable result of next Wednesday's elections. The FRATERNITY vote is split upwards of fifteen ways and no one man will receive the full fraternity support. These NON-FRATERNITY groups which have organized to back certain nominees will take every position if something isn't done to solidify the free vote.

It is essential that INDIAN'S most important social function be run by those who will attend it and by those who have always been the social backbone of the Institute. It appears that the NON-FRATERNITY groups are arming upon our rights when they place such strong backing behind NON-FRATERNITY men.

The only way to correct this situation is for the FRATERNITY GROUP to unite their vote on chosen candidates. This will necessitate that some houses will not be represented on the committee, but that provision is not that of a single FRATERNITY or any group of FRATERNITY. IT IS A VOTE ON THE GODDESS OF THE FRATERNITY, INDIAN.

Due to the impossibility of a mass meeting or even consulting each fraternity, the authors, have selected 2500 men, from the names. We believe these to be the ones fitted, by their past achievement, for the direction of the JUNIOR PROM. The authors have chosen but four so that every man may select his own choice. The only basis for this selection is the past record and the popularity of these men about the INSTITUTE. In too men have been chosen from any one fraternity and they have been chosen without their knowledge of this venture. They are listed below:

1. 2.
3. 4.
5. Your own selection.

We wish to request that this letter be sent around through no selfish interest on the part of the authors. The sole purpose is to guarantee, we of the FRATERNITY, a full representation in the PROM COMMITTEE.

We hope that others who have been nominated will see that this is our only chance to insure a JUNIOR PROM COMMITTEE with a decent representation of FRATERNITY men. We hope that they will attempt to gain support for this movement. Every JUNIOR please be sure to vote on PROM DAY for every vote will count.

If, upon reading this letter, you will make a note of the selections it will insure a solid FRATERNITY vote.

"DON'T ALL BANK YOUR MOVEMENT AND RAVE OUR JUNIOR FROM A DIME BUMMER." -Indie, A Greek

Above is a reproduction of the circular sent out to fraternity juniors urging them to unite against the demimay men and commuters to obtain fraternity control of the Junior Prom Committee. For obvious reasons the names of the four candidates have been deleted.

Granger Rough Cut

In the manufacture of Granger Rough Cut Pipe Tobacco the Wellman Process is used. The Wellman Process is different from any other process or method and we believe it gives more enjoyment to pipe smokers.

1. It gives the tobacco an extra flavor and aroma
2. It makes the tobacco act right in a pipe—burn slower and smoke cooler
3. It makes the tobacco milder
4. It leaves a clean dry ash
5. No soggy residue or heat in the pipe bowl

LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.

Granger leaves no gum in the bowl of my pipe—or moisture in the stem. It burns down to a clean dry ash.